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			Frequently Asked Questions about MetroQuartz®
		

				

				
				
					
							
					
													
															
								
														
												What Is MetroQuartz®?
					

					MetroQuartz® is a brand of quartz that has options to suit every style. Beautiful yet durable, MetroQuartz™ is resistant to stains and scratches, making it an ideal choice for countertops and other surfaces. MetroQuartz™ offers the beauty and feel of natural stone with the performance and design versatility of an engineered product.


				

							
					
													
															
								
														
												What size are MetroQuartz® slabs?
					

					MetroQuartz® slabs most commonly measure 126”x63”, although some are slightly smaller and some are slightly larger


				

							
					
													
															
								
														
												What thickness is MetroQuartz®?
					

					MetroQuartz® slabs are available in 3cm thickness. Several colors are also available in 2cm, but please contact your nearest branch for availability.


				

							
					
													
															
								
														
												How do you clean MetroQuartz®?
					

					MetroQuartz® requires very little maintenance. For daily cleaning, simply wipe your surface with any commonly available multi-purpose cleaner or mild detergent, then rinse off with clean water. The surface should be cleaned on a regular basis to maintain its beauty. You can find more detailed care and maintenance instructions in our online guide


				

							
					
													
															
								
														
												Is MetroQuartz® heat-resistant?
					

					It is not recommended to put hot pots or dishes directly on a quartz surface. Quartz surfacing is resistant to high levels of heat, however trivets or potholders should be used so as to avoid discoloration of the resin materials that bind the quartz product.
Quartz countertops are non-porous making them highly stain resistant. However, it’s important to note that quartz is not completely impervious. If left on the surface for an extended period, certain substances (including strong acids, food dyes or harsh chemicals) can potentially cause staining.


				

							
					
													
															
								
														
												What are the benefits of MetroQuartz®?
					

					Choosing MetroQuartz® for countertops and surfaces has a number of advantages. There are many quartz surfacing brands currently available in the marketplace. MetroQuartz® is purchased from multiple manufacturing facilities allowing us to provide the best quality, pricing, stock levels and the most on trend materials available. As marble and stone experts, we have the ability to stay aligned with the best of the best quartz surfacing being offered in the marketplace!
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